This paper concerns itself primarily with three questions: (i) What is the range of commonly used definitions for the internal rotation angle, and how do variations within this range affect intercomparisons among results from various laboratories? (ii) Do the force-constant and projected-frequency variations with internal rotation angle delivered by present commercial ab initio packages have sufficient precision to allow meaningful extraction of higher-order vibration-torsion-rotation interaction terms? (iii) What fraction of the extensive dynamics literature on vibrational frequencies along the chemical reaction path can be easily adapted for use in high-resolution spectroscopic studies of small-amplitude vibrations in methyl top internal rotor molecules? Aspects of these questions are discussed both from an algebraic and from a numerical computation point of view. C 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
The outlines of atheoretical formalism for treating 3N-7small-amplitude vibrations in the presence of one large-amplitude internal-rotation motion in methanol-like molecules were presented in Ref. (1) . Some testing of the ability of quantum chemistry methods to contribute information at the accuracy level needed for use in this formalism was discussed in Ref. (2) , to which the reader is referred for additional introductory material. In the present paper, we discuss additional theoretical details necessary for implementation of the formalism of Ref. (1) , including the use of output from ab initio calculations along the intrinsic reaction coordinate.
In Section 2 we give computational details sufficient to permit exact reproduction of our quantum chemistry calculations, all of which were carried out using the commercial Gaussian 98 (G98) suite of programs (3, 4) . In Section 3 we discuss the relationship between different possible definitions for the internal rotation angular coordinate γ , since differences in the definition of γ adopted (often only implicitly) in different papers can sometimes lead to large changes in molecular parameter values. In Section 4 we discuss passing from a C s point group treatment of vibrational symmetry to a G 6 permutation-inversion group treatment, with examples taken from G98 output. In Section 5 we discuss two unsolved problems. Throughout the paper we indicate how work carried out in the reaction dynamics community on explicit transformations from 3N -6 vibrational coordinates to 3N -7 vibrational coordinates plus a reaction coordinate (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 1 NIST Guest Researcher, 1996 can be transferred essentially unchanged (apart from conceptually replacing the chemical reaction coordinate by the internal rotation angle) to the present problem.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS FOR THE G98 IRC CALCULATIONS
All calculations for this paper employed the same NIST SGI computer, and the same convergence criterion, basis set, theory level, and atom numbering as in Refs. (2, 17) . The new features involved use of the increased G98 capabilities for calculation along an intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC). To facilitate reproduction of our results by interested readers, the precise recipes for all calculations are given below. In addition, for the convenience of users of other quantum chemistry programs, we reproduce (to the extent available from the Gaussian 98 User's Reference and Gaussian output) the actual convergence criteria, etc., to which these commands correspond.
The G98 calculations were carried out in two steps. The first step, MP2 = Full/6-311 + G(3df, 2p) Opt = (QST3, PATH = 43, VTight), starts from given initial structures for the top of the barrier (transition state γ = 60
• ) and two equivalent minima (reactant γ = 0
• and product γ = 120 • ), and then chooses 20 additional points on each side for the reaction path. The program next proceeds to the optimization of the structures at each point by minimizing forces in all directions except along the IRC, defined as the path of steepest descent. After VTight convergence criteria have been satisfied at all 43 points (i.e., after the maximum force on any atom and the root-mean-square force on all atoms have been reduced to values below 2 × 10 −6 and 1 × 10 −6 Hartree/Bohr, respectively, and after the maximum displacement for any atom and the root mean square displacement for all atoms desired for the next iteration have been reduced to values below 6 × 10 −6 and 4 × 10 −6 Bohr, respectively), the program outputs the optimized structures, rotational constants, and energies along the entire IRC path. A test calculation with PATH = 83 was carried out for methanol. Since all results were in complete agreement with those above, calculations for this paper were carried out with the larger (faster) step size. (As a check on consistency with our previous work (2), we also verified for methanol that MP2 results at the potential minimum from G94 and G98 agree to 0.001 cm −1 .) The optimized structures from step 1 are then fed into G98 for the second step, MP2 = (Full, SemiDirect)/6-311 + G(3df, 2p) Freq = (Projected, HPModes), where Hessian (the second derivative of the potential surface) matrices are output in both (3N-6) × (3N-6) internal coordinate and 3N × 3N Cartesian spaces. It is found that the Cartesian force vector and force constant matrices (the first and the second derivatives) are all expressed in the Z -matrix orientation, where atom 1 is at the origin, atom 2 is along the +Z axis, and atom 3 is in the XZ plane. We note that Freq and Freq = (Projected) give the same first and second derivative information, except that the latter explicitly outputs the 3N -7 small-amplitude vibration frequencies (discussed further in Section 5) with the one large-amplitude torsional mode projected out.
THE INTERNAL ROTATION ANGLE γ

General Properties
There is in general more than one way to parameterize any given large amplitude motion (LAM). To take advantage of the threefold symmetry and C s equilibrium configuration of the internal rotation problem considered here (and thus of Fourier expansions for various quantities of interest), it is convenient to restrict consideration to definitions for the large-amplitude coordinate which behave like an angle γ , i.e., to consider only definitions such that: (i) γ and γ + 2π correspond to the same molecular configuration; (ii) γ and γ + 2π/3 correspond to symmetrically related molecular configurations with γ = 0, 2π/3, 4π/3 at the three equivalent potential minima and γ = 2π/6, π, 10π/6 at the three equivalent potential maxima; and (iii) γ satisfies the plane of symmetry requirement that equal and opposite γ values are assigned to mirror image configurations.
It is easy to show that the difference between any two internal rotation angles γ 1 and γ 2 which satisfy the requirements above must be expressible by a Fourier series in sin 3nγ , i.e.,
since the difference on the left must have periodicity of 2π/3, vanish at γ = 2πk/6 for all integer values of k, and be an odd function of γ , for either γ = γ 1 or γ = γ 2 .
A simple numerical illustration of Eq. [1] for CH 3 OH is provided by the relation between the intrinsic reaction coordinate γ IRC and the average γ d of the three HCOH dihedral angles, where the intrinsic reaction coordinate, often used by quantum chemists studying chemical reactions (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , is defined such that it measures distance along the path of steepest descent (also called the minimum energy path (MEP)) on a mass-weighted Cartesian potential surface leading from the transition state (saddle point) to the final products (local minimum).
The intrinsic reaction coordinate s IRC of G98, which has the value zero at the initial saddle and a mass-weighted-distance value S at an adjacent minimum, can be converted to an angular coordinate γ IRC with the desired properties by the simple linear transformation γ IRC = (2π/6)(1 + s IRC /S), [2] followed by periodic extension to fill the interval 0 to 2π. An infinite number of nonlinear conversion equations satisfying the same boundary conditions as Eq. [2] are also possible; such equations give rise to regions where the rate of change dγ IRC /ds IRC speeds up or slows down, compared to its constant behavior in Eq. [2] . Unless otherwise stated, all quantities under examination in this paper will be Fourier expanded as a function of γ IRC from Eq. [2] . Figure 1 shows a plot of the quantity γ d − γ IRC against γ IRC from G98 output for methanol and acetaldehyde. It can be seen that the relative difference (γ d − γ IRC )/γ IRC is about +0.06% for methanol and about −2% for acetaldehyde at γ IRC = 2π/12. (The factor of 30 difference in magnitude presumably arises from differences in molecular flexing as the methyl group rotates.) If these curves are Fourier expanded as a function of γ = γ IRC , we find that the coefficient of the sin 6γ term is about 0.3% of the coefficient of the dominant sin3γ term for CH 3 OH and 5% for CH 3 CHO. As a check on the precision of G98 computations, we compared the IRC calculations in two directions from the saddle. (Unlike most calculations for reactant ← transition state → product, the two internal rotation calculations for minimum ← maximum → minimum are related by symmetry.) For methanol, the two calculations gave IRC distance values (S in Eq. [2] ) which agreed to the six significant digits printed out. For acetaldehyde, however, even though the same ab initio level and basis set were used, the IRC distance to the product minimum was 0.033 % longer than the IRC distance to the reactant minimum (which translates to about 0.02
• along a 60
• path).
Dependence of V 6 on the Definition of γ
It is interesting to note that changes in the definition of the torsional angle can also be closely associated with contact transformations (18) which alter the physical interpretation of the torsional Hamiltonian. An early example was the observation by Ewig and Harris (19) that the effect of a torsional variation in the reduced inverse moment of inertia F could be completely converted into that of a change in barrier shape, specifically to a contribution to the (1/2)V 6 (1 − cos 6γ ) term in the torsional potential, simply by a suitable scaling of the torsional angle (which left the Hamiltonian eigenvalues invariant). Subsequently, this equivalence between torsional flexing and the barrier shape was investigated in mathematical detail (20) , and the two forms of the torsional angle were shown explicitly in Eq. [11] of Ref. (20) to differ in first order by a sin3γ term, an example of the general relation in Eq. [1] . An important consequence of these results is that the reduction scheme used to produce the effective Hamiltonian, i.e., the particular set of higher order torsional terms retained in the torsion-rotation fitting Hamiltonian, is closely tied to the exact definition of the torsional angle. Thus, in comparing torsion-rotation parameters between different workers, or between experimental and ab initio studies, one must be very clear about the precise meaning of the torsional angle, because different definitions will lead to different values for higher order parameters.
A numerical illustration of this effect for V 6 in methanol and acetaldehyde is given in Table 1 , since our current calculation at many points along the IRC allows us to evaluate parameters related to the (1 − cos 6γ ) torsional operator. (In our earlier paper (2), the equilibrium structure and (1 − cos 3γ ) barrier-heightrelated global fit parameters were calculated from ab initio results at only two points, one at the top and one at the bottom of the torsional potential.) To investigate the effect on ab initio V 6 values caused by differences in the γ IRC and γ d definitions, Fourier components were calculated for a potential curve obtained by plotting the optimized minimum energy (MP2) (without zero point correction) against γ IRC . Two separate fits of the curve were carried out, the first with respect to γ IRC and the second with respect to γ d . In each fit both E 0 (the energy at the bottom of the barrier at γ = 0
• ) and V 3 (the E(γ = 60
were fixed to their ab initio values, V 9 was fixed to zero, and only V 6 was allowed to vary. The results in Table 1 are in good agreement with the approximate relation
which is derivable from Eq. [1] . The difference in V 6 is about 10% of the experimentally determined value for methanol and 50% of the experimental value for acetaldehyde. Because of these two examples, we postpone any attempt at comparison of theoretical values from the present calculations with experimental values in the literature for coefficients of terms in sin 3nγ, cos 6nγ , etc., until a more careful analysis of the precise definitions used for γ has been carried out. We had originally intended to carry out a second γ IRC versus γ d comparison after addition of the projected zero-point vibrational energy corrections to the MP2 energies, but were prevented from doing this by severe discontinuities which arise when several of the vibrational frequencies at the top and bottom of the barrier are connected to the projected frequencies obtained along the IRC. These discontinuities will be discussed further in Section 5.
Determination of γ from Constraint Equations
The definition of γ as the average of three dihedral angles (e.g., the three HCOH dihedral angles in methanol) is particularly appealing, since one can easily determine the correct value of γ d for any set of Cartesian positions R i in the laboratory of the atoms in the molecule. A definition of γ based on the intrinsic reaction coordinate is more difficult to use, since: (i) γ IRC can be determined only if part of the potential energy surface is known, (ii) its value is not isotopically invariant (because the IRC follows the gradient calculated in mass-weighted coordinates), and (iii) its value for atom configurations lying off the path of steepest descent must be defined by further mathematical considerations (7) .
A way of defining γ for all possible sets of atom configurations which is different from γ d above involves use of the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions, which arise when certain terms in the kinetic energy operator are transformed to zero. The properties of γ defined in this way are of interest, because such a γ is frequently used in large-amplitude motion Hamiltonians in the spectroscopic literature. This definition of γ is essentially based on three sets of equations. The first relates laboratoryfixed Cartesian coordinates R i of the nuclei (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N ) to the center of mass R, the Eulerian rotational angles χθϕ, the large-amplitude motion (LAM) coordinate γ , and a set of infinitesimal vibrational displacement vectors d i , making use of a set of reference positions a i (γ ) defined at each point along the large-amplitude coordinate (23):
The second set applies the Eckart-Sayvetz conditions to the vibrational displacement vectors, preventing them from having components along the local translation, rotation, and LAM directions:
The third set is obtained by applying the constraints in Eqs. [5] to Eq. [4] , yielding equations which can be used to determine the translational, rotational, and LAM coordinates for any set of positions R i in the laboratory:
Suppose now that we are given an arbitrary set of R i and a full set of a i (γ ), and that we wish to determine the value of γ for this arrangement of atoms. 
which can then be linearized to yield the first-order correction
Provided that the determinant of the Jacobian does not vanish, the corrections to χ, θ, ϕ, γ implied by Eq. [8] can be iterated until the error vector on the right (containing f 0 and g 0 ) is zero to the desired accuracy. Initial guesses for χ, θ, ϕ, γ can be obtained by taking γ = γ d (the average dihedral angle), and then solving Eq. [7b] exactly for χ, θ, ϕ (24, 25) . This procedure requires explicit functional forms for the atom positions a i (γ ), and not just the shape of the molecule as a function of γ . Different atom positions for the same shape lead to coordinate systems with different properties (23) and sometimes with different names. For methyl top problems, for example, the principal axis method, the internal axis method, and the rho axis method represent three different sets of atom positions for the same molecular shape at each value of γ (26).
Dependence of γ Obtained from Constraint Equations on Choice of Reference Configuration
Consider now what happens if we change from the reference configuration along the intrinsic reaction path (as given by most ab initio packages) to a symmetrized reference configuration containing a methyl top with C 3v symmetry (as frequently assumed in internal rotation Hamiltonians). Somewhat more generally, we can consider the effect of changing the functional form of the reference configuration by an arbitrary amount such that
[9]
Then to first order (which is appropriate only if |b i (γ )| |a i (γ )|, but is used here for illustration purposes because of the lack of closed form solution to Eqs.
[6b] and [6c]),
where
, give values for χ, θ, ϕ, γ obtained for a given set of atom positions in the laboratory using the reference configuration to the right of the arrow in Eq. [9] in terms of values obtained using the reference configuration to the left of the arrow plus corrections from Eq. [10] , where the vector on the right of Eq.
[10] is calculated from
In principle one could construct a set of b i (γ )'s which would convert the IRC reference configuration at each γ along the internal rotation path into a reference structure with a C 3v methyl top, but the algebraic complexities soon encountered in our attempts to do this suggest that it would be more profitable (or at least considerably simpler) to focus initially instead on the numerical relationship γ fitting − γ IRC for any given fitting Hamiltonian under consideration (similar to what was done for γ d − γ IRC in Fig. 1 ) and then to deal with the consequences of that relationship on the fitting parameters in a separate second step.
Intercomparison of Torsion-Rotation Interaction Terms from Different Laboratories
A summary of the rather long discussion above and its implications is as follows. The relation between the torsional angle γ and atom positions is not fully defined, either explicitly or implicitly, in most spectral fitting papers, and it is only at the potential minimum (γ = 0
• ) and maximum (γ = 60 • ) that the torsional angles must be identical for all torsional Hamiltonians. As a result, V 3 barrier heights (and probably most other terms depending on (1 − cos 3γ )) can be meaningfully compared (to first order), but values of V 6 barrier shapes and many other higher-order torsion-rotation interaction terms cannot be meaningfully compared. Furthermore, methyl tops are assumed in most spectral fitting papers to have a C 3v structure, while the non-C 3v methyl top structures obtained along the IRC are assumed in most ab initio papers. For these various reasons, comparisons of higher-order terms such as those found for V 6 , for example, in Ref. (27) may warrant reexamination after the precise meaning of γ in the various phenomenological fitting Hamiltonians is better understood.
SYMMETRIZATION AND OTHER ASPECTS OF THE TRANSFORMATION FROM 3N-6 TRADITIONAL VIBRATIONAL COORDINATES TO 3N-7 SMALL-AMPLITUDE COORDINATES AND γ
The Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) along the Minimum Energy Path (MEP)
A very nice discussion of some of the terminology, mathematical concepts, computational algorithms, and desirable physical properties associated with the IRC (which is to be used here as the LAM coordinate γ ) can be found in a pedagogically useful series of articles by Schlegel and co-workers (8) (9) (10) . We collect here a few well-known facts needed for the discussion below. The MEP (i.e., the internal rotation path here) connecting a first-order saddle point (the top of the torsional barrier here) to a minimum (the equilibrium structure here) on some potential energy surface V (r ) is defined as the solution r(s) of the initial-value, ordinary, first-order vector differential equation
which passes through the saddle point in the direction of the only eigenvector of the Hessian matrix (∇∇V in dyadic notation) having a negative eigenvalue. Equation [12] says in words that the tangent at each point on the MEP points in the direction of steepest descent at that point on the potential surface V . The gradient in Eq. [12] should correspond to that calculated in mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates (10) . (Note that boldface symbols will be used in this section to represent, depending on the context, vectors containing: (i) 3N Cartesian coordinates for the N atoms in the molecule, or (ii) 3N -6 structural parameters used as internal coordinates after the three translations and three rotations have been removed, or (iii) 3N -7 small-amplitude vibrational coordinates, after the LAM has also been removed.) In all of this section we consider s (the distance along the MEP) and γ (the internal rotation angle) to be related as in Eq. [2] above. A second useful vector is often defined (6) at every point along the MEP,
where by analogy with the two-dimensional problem a (with 0 ≤ a ≤ ∞) is called the radius of curvature of the MEP at the IRC point at distance s from the saddle, its reciprocal κ = 1/a is called the curvature at s, and the unit vector n is directed from the point s on the MEP toward the local center of curvature of the MEP at s.
Rotated n-Dimensional Hessian versus the True Second Derivative Matrix
We now discuss the meaning of entries in the quadratic force constant matrix when rectilinear and curvilinear coordinates are used, in order to clarify some slightly confusing notation in the reaction dynamics literature.
Equation [7] of Ref. (6) presents a diagram of the quadratic force constant matrix after rotating it via a real orthogonal transformation from 3N -6 internal coordinates to the LAM coordinate s and 3N -7 locally perpendicular vibrational coordinates ξ i . The quantities represented by the cross derivative symbols ∂ 2 W/∂s∂ξ i in the s row and column are related in Eq.
[11] of Ref. (6) to the curvature of the MEP. On the other hand, in Eq. [10] of Ref. (7), these same cross derivatives ∂ 2 V /∂q i ∂s (expressed with a slight change in notation) are proved by differentiation to all be zero on the MEP.
Resolution of the apparent discrepancy between Refs. (6) and (7) lies in the observation that an off-diagonal element of the form F qs = F sq of the rotated force constant matrix is not in general equal to the derivative ∂ 2 V /∂q∂s. When dealing with curvilinear coordinates, we must write (as is well known, and switching for the moment to a compact summation convention notation in which q i and x i represent some set of 3N -6 curvilinear and 3N -6 Cartesian coordinates for the same space, respectively)
When this operator is applied to a potential function V , the first term on the right yields elements of the rotated Hessian matrix; the second term gives rise to an extra first-derivative contribution, which under certain circumstances can just cancel the first term. Note, however, that when carrying out formal manipulations with the various subscripted partial derivatives in Eq. [14] , one must pay attention to a number of mathematical subtleties. As one example, Eq. [12] defining the MEP is valid only along the MEP, so that differentiating the left and right side of Eq. [12] with respect to some small-amplitude coordinate perpendicular to the MEP will not in general preserve the equality, even though differentiation with respect to the LAM coordinate (i.e., differentiation along the MEP) does preserve the equality. As another example, (∂/∂ x m )(∂ x n /∂q j ) = (∂/∂q j )(∂ x n /∂ x m ) = 0 for m = n, i.e., the order of differentiation cannot in general be reversed for differential operators belonging to different coordinate systems.
In the Appendix a reduction to two dimensions of the problem above is presented, which illustrates the main features of the transformation from traditional to curvilinear coordinates in a somewhat more easily visualizable and verifiable way.
In any case, from the point of view of high-resolution spectroscopy applications we conclude that correctly calculated cross derivatives ∂ 2 V /∂q i ∂s vanish along the MEP, but that offdiagonal elements in the s row (or s column) of the rotated force-constant matrix (which should not in general be represented by cross derivative symbols) contain in some way information on torsion-vibration perturbation terms. By similar arguments, off-diagonal elements in the rows and columns corresponding to overall rotation in the rotated 3N × 3N force constant matrix should contain information on torsion-rotation and torsion-vibration-rotation perturbation terms.
First derivative contributions like the second term in Eq. [14] have been extensively shown in the dynamics literature to have an important effect on projected harmonic frequencies (14-16) and on reaction rate estimations (7, (11) (12) (13) .
Symmetrization of the Vibrational Basis Set in Internal Coordinates
While G98 makes extensive use of point group symmetries, it has as yet no provision for taking into account the non-pointgroup symmetry operations which arise in most permutationinversion (PI) groups when large-amplitude motions are present. We thus describe below how the vibrational output of G98 can be symmetrized with respect to the PI group G 6 .
It is well known that the vibrational modes of a molecule belonging to the C s point group can be classified as A or A (28) . For a molecule with one methyl top internal rotor and a plane of symmetry at the equilibrium configuration, it is convenient to change from the point group C s to the molecular symmetry group G 6 once the effects of large-amplitude internal rotation become important, since it is then advantageous, for example, to treat in some systematic way the fact that the in-plane methyl hydrogen position is occupied by each of the three methyl hydrogen atoms in turn during the internal rotation motion.
A conceptually simple way of symmetrizing the vibrational basis set for CH 3 OH is to use γ -dependent coefficients to construct linear combinations of the methyl hydrogen stretching motions which belong to well-defined symmetry species in G 6 (26) . If the three methyl hydrogens are numbered 4, 5, 6 (as in our G98 runs), and other labeling and symmetry operation conventions in Ref. (26) When the (3N -6)×(3N -6) force constant matrices F i j (γ ) from G98 outputs along the internal rotation path are converted by the transformation S tr (γ )F(γ )S(γ ) to these A 1 and A 2 symmetry coordinates, they have the property that entries of the schematic form F A1,A1 or F A2,A2 are representable as pure cos 3nγ series. Since such series begin with a constant term at n = 0, most of these force constants are nonzero everywhere, including at the bottom and top of the potential barrier. On the other hand, entries of the form F A1,A2 or F A2,A1 are representable as pure sin 3nγ series. Such series vanish at the top and bottom of the barrier, corresponding to the fact that A 1 → A and A 2 → A when the molecule belongs to the C s point group, and such vibrational modes cannot mix. The sin 3nγ series do not in general vanish elsewhere, corresponding to the fact that all vibrational modes become of species A and can interact with each other once the plane of symmetry is lost. (Note that the constant coefficients usually appearing in symmetrized internal coordinates have been replaced in Eqs. [15] by functions of γ , so that a numerically different transformation must be carried out to symmetrize the G98 output at each IRC point.) Figure 2 clearly illustrates for methanol the cosine behavior of the F A1,A1 and F A2,A2 diagonal force constant elements associated with the stretching motions in Eqs.
[15b] and [15c], respectively, as well as the sine variation of their F A1,A2 off-diagonal force constant. The other 75 force constants for methanol (not shown here) are similarly described by either pure cosine or pure sine series. (Note that well-defined cos 3nγ and sin 3nγ behavior requires that functions be even or odd with respect to γ → −γ and γ → 2π/3 − γ , which translates into the requirement that slopes must be zero at potential maxima and minima for even functions, while values must be zero at potential maxima and minima for odd functions.) The trigonometric curves for all 78 quadratic force constants of methanol (most not shown here) are essentially noise-free to the eye, except for the diagonal force constant of the C-O stretch, which exhibits small, but clearly perceptible noise. (See Fig. 3d for much larger noise jumps in the C= =O stretching force constant of acetaldehyde.) The explanation may lie in the fact that the C-O force constant, though large in absolute magnitude, has the smallest fractional variation from top to bottom of the barrier, i.e., only 0.001 times its value, so that noise fluctuations on its cosine curve, which reach 0.00007 of the constant's value in places, are clearly visible.
FIG. 2.
Representative symmetrized force constant elements of the form S tr A F i j (γ ) B S −1 from Eq. [17] , plotted in Hartree/Bohr 2 vs the angle γ IRC in degrees for some of C-H stretching basis-set coordinates in CH 3 OH, where γ = 60 • corresponds to the top of the barrier and γ = 120 • corresponds to the bottom. (a) and (b) The diagonal force constants for the A 1 and A 2 components of the methyl group "degenerate" stretch, as defined by Eqs.
[15b] and [15c], respectively; (c) their off-diagonal force constant. Note that the F A1,A1 and F A2,A2 force constants are of cosine type, which must have a slope of zero at γ IRC = 2π n/6 radians for integer n, whereas the F A1,A2 force constant is of sine type, which must have a value of zero at γ IRC = 2π n/6. Note also that these three curves are noise-free to the eye, indicating the high precision and consistency of G98 potential surface calculations along the IRC.
Symmetrization of the Vibrational Basis Set in Cartesian Coordinates
A similar symmetrization of internal coordinates could not be carried out for CH 3 CHO, because the form of the Z -matrix chosen for our extensive G98 calculations did not permit a symmetrized treatment of the CCHO out-of-plane motion (essentially because the dihedral angle d(7236) used (2, 17) defines this out-of-plane angle with respect to only one of the methyl hydrogens). It is possible, however, to carry out the symmetrization procedure by working with the 3N × 3N force constant matrices in Cartesian coordinates. This has the additional advantage that the Cartesian coordinate matrices in G98 output have three more decimal digits than the internal coordinate matrices do. It has the disadvantage that manipulations using the 3N × 3N augmented B and A matrices of Wilson FG matrix theory (29) are required.
In performing the Hessian transformation from 3N × 3N Cartesian to (3N -6)×(3N -6) internal space, we relied heavily on a PC version of Schactschneider's GMAT program and associated instructional help provided by Dr. J. E. Bertie (30) . The detailed steps were as follows. (i) Rotate the structure given in the "Z -Matrix orientation" by G98 at each IRC point to its principal axis system. (ii) Use the rotation matrix determined in step (i) to rotate the G98 Cartesian Hessian (also given in the Z -matrix orientation) to this same principal axis system. (iii) Use the GMATPC program to obtain a (3N -6)×3N rectangular B matrix. The definition of internal coordinates for CH 3 OH in this third step was the same as for our G98 Z -matrix definition. One internal coordinate definition for CH 3 CHO differed from that in our G98 Z -matrix because we use here the dihedral angle O7C2C3H1 rather than O7C2C3H6, in the numbering of Ref. (2) , to represent the aldehyde out-of-plane motion. This coordinate is chemically nonintuitive because it involves the nonbonded C2-C3-H1 angle, but it is automatically of species A 2 in G 6 . (iv) Augment the rectangular B matrix in the usual way, by adding six rows corresponding to rotation and translation (31). A numerical check was possible at this point by showing that the 3N × 3N G98 Cartesian Hessian transformed using this B matrix yielded the (3N -6) × (3N -6) G98 internal Hessian. (v) Symmetrize the internal coordinates in the (3N -6) × (3N -6) transformed Hessian using Eqs. [15] and their analogs. (Since the expressions used to augment the rows of B were determined for atom positions in the principal axis system, the translations and rotations T x , T z , and R y are automatically of species A 1 in G 6 while T y , R x , and R z are automatically of species A 2 (26) .)
To summarize, the basic equations (see (31) and references therein) for coordinate transformations determined by the above procedure are
where r represents the collection of 3N symmetrized rectilinear internal coordinates for vibration, rotation, and translation, of species either A 1 or A 2 in G 6 , and d represents the 3N Cartesian displacements of N atoms in three-dimensional space. In addition to transforming the force constant matrix (second derivative of the potential energy function) to symmetrized internal coordinates, the formalism summarized by Eqs. [15] and [16] was also used to transform the first derivative matrix (Cartesian components of residual forces on the atoms at points along the IRC) into residual forces along symmetrized internal coordinates.
Use of Symmetrized Basis Sets to Test the Precision of G98 along the IRC
Before applying G98 results to high-resolution studies of molecules involving large-amplitude motions, it is logical to assess the precision of the ab initio results. Since the present problem has a large amount of symmetry, we can use the smoothness of force constant variations along the IRC, as well as their symmetry behavior, to test their reliability. Such a test was implicitly carried out for methanol in connection with Fig. 2 , where it was noted that all plots of force constants against γ except one showed sine or cosine variations with essentially no visible noise.
By using the symmetrization results of the previous section, a similar test can be carried out for acetaldehyde, as illustrated by the six panels in Fig. 3 . The first three panels show the cosine curves obtained for the two diagonal and one off-diagonal force constants associated with the two lowest small-amplitude A 2 basis-set motions (excluding torsion). These motions correspond roughly to the out-of-plane aldehyde hydrogen bend calculated near 780 cm −1 and the out-of-plane methyl rock calculated near 1140 cm −1 . Just as in Fig. 2, Figs . 3a-3c are noise free to the eye. As a contrast, panel 3d shows the diagonal force constant for the C= =O stretch, which is the only one of the 120 acetaldehyde force constant curves exhibiting obvious noise. We again note without further comment that this force constant has a large magnitude and changes by only 0.0001 times its value as the methyl top rotates (a change 10 times smaller than the fractional change of the C-O stretch in methanol, as well as 10 times smaller than all other fractional changes in acetaldehyde), while the maximum noise fluctuations are 0.00007 times the force constant's value (the same as for the C-O stretch in methanol).
Figures 3e and 3f do not illustrate quadratic force constants. Instead they illustrate the residual forces acting on the atoms in the molecule at points along the IRC, after these forces have been converted to forces along internal coordinate directions using Eqs. [15] , [16] , and their analogs. These forces vanish at the top and bottom of the barrier (since the gradient of the potential surface vanishes at the saddle and at the minimum), so all 3N force curves pass through zero at γ = 2π n/6 for integer n, but cosine curves for forces along A 1 directions must have zero slopes (Fig. 3e) , while sine curves for forces along A 2 directions have (in general) nonzero slopes (Fig. 3f) at these The diagonal force constants for the dihedral angle O7C2C3H1 (which corresponds approximately to the out-of-plane aldehyde hydrogen bend) and for the linear combination of Hi-C3-C2 bond angles specified by the analog of Eq. [15c] (which contributes strongly to the out-of-plane methyl rock). These examples were chosen because the aldehyde bend and methyl rock are the two lowest A 2 vibrations above the torsion. (c) Their off-diagonal force constant. All three of these F A2,A2 force constants are of cosine type and are noise-free to the eye. In contrast, the F A1,A1 diagonal force constant for the C= =O stretch shown in (d) is so irregular that its expected cosine behavior cannot be verified. We believe that (d), which is the only force constant plot to exhibit these large noise jumps, illustrates the limits of the precision and consistency of the G98 potential surface calculations along the IRC, as discussed in the text. (e) and (f ) The large residual forces which develop along the A 1 combination of Hi-C-C-H dihedral angles specified by the analog of Eq. [15c] (which, when viewed in terms of H-C-H scissors angles in CH 3 F, contributes strongly to one component of the degenerate methyl group deformation) and along the A 2 combination of the Hi-C-C bending angles specified by the analog of Eq. [15c] (which, when viewed in terms of CH 3 F, contributes strongly to the other component of the degenerate methyl group deformation) as γ moves away from either the top (60 • ) or bottom (120 • ) of the barrier. Note that (e) is of cosine type and (f ) is of sine type, and that both are noise free to the eye.
points. Since residual forces along many of the directions (e.g., the methyl C-H stretches) are very small, the corresponding force curves appear to be pure noise. On the other hand, forces along the methyl top deformation directions are larger, and such curves (e.g., Figs. 3e and 3f) are noise free to the eye. Force curves along other structural flexion directions exhibit intermediate noise levels.
The fact that symmetrized force constant matrix elements of the form [17] where F(γ ) is the Cartesian Hessian obtained directly from our G98 runs, A(γ ) is a matrix from the Wilson FG formalism as described in connection with Eqs. [16] , and S(γ ) is a matrix for symmetrizing the internal motions in the permutation-inversion group G 6 as described in connection with Eqs. [15] , and the fact that symmetrized linear forces of the form [18] where f (γ ) is the residual Cartesian force vector obtained directly from G98 runs, both show variations with γ which are smooth (apart from a very few not unreasonable exceptions) and of the expected sine or cosine type, suggests to the authors that the precision of the G98 potential surface calculations is quite high.
TWO UNEXPECTED PROBLEMS
Just when it seemed time to begin detailed numerical extraction of various vibration-torsion-rotation interaction terms from the quantum chemistry results, two problems arose which stopped further progress. We discuss these two problems, one concerning the determination of projected vibrational frequencies for the SAV motions along the MEP, the other concerning the optimum definition of SAV coordinates along the MEP, in this section.
Projected Vibrational Frequencies
The derivative of V along any direction q is proportional to q · ∇V , which for all directions perpendicular to the gradient ∇V must vanish by definition, i.e., each point on the IRC is a stationary point in all directions except along the IRC itself. It is thus reasonable to (i) rotate the n-dimensional quadratic force constant matrix (i.e., the Hessian ∇∇V ) to a rectilinear axis system with the last coordinate parallel to ∇V , (ii) discard the last row and column, and (iii) then solve the (n − 1)-dimensional vibrational problem (which is now at a stationary point with no nonvanishing first derivatives) in the usual way to obtain the n − 1 projected frequencies.
A significant contribution of Ref. (5) was to devise a projection operator (their Eqs. (1.5a) and (1.5b)) which removes the IRC direction in a much simpler way. The two procedures can be shown to be equivalent by first constructing an orthonormal column matrix U (e.g., for the 3N dimensional case) whose last 7 columns correspond to the three translations, the three rotations, and the LAM, respectively, and whose first 3N -7 columns are arbitrary unit vectors which complete the square orthonormal matrix, and then subjecting both the untreated 3N -dimensional Cartesian force constant matrix F and the MillerHandy-Adams-projected (5) matrix F P to the similarity transformation U −1 FU . It appears that a version (9) of the projection operator formalism (5) is used in G98. Figure 4 shows plots of low-lying frequencies for acetaldehyde along the IRC, as obtained from G98 output. It can easily be seen that the A 1 frequencies all vary smoothly with γ , while the two lowest A 2 frequencies have jumps of tens of cm The two vibrations of species A 2 are indicated by solid circles connected by straight line segments. Their calculated frequencies exhibit discontinuous jumps at the top (60 • ) and bottom (120 • ) of the barrier, i.e., just where the projected frequency calculations are replaced by the stationary-point calculations. These large jumps of many tens of cm −1 prevent meaningful Fourier expansions of the vibration frequencies as a function of γ IRC , and thus preclude evaluation of higher-order torsion-vibration interaction terms from the G98 calculations. The A 2 vibrational frequency discontinuities are believed to be nonphysical, but possibly connected with the manner in which the large-amplitude A 2 torsional motion is projected out in G98. However, the precise origin of the jumps is not known at this time.
between their stationary point values at the top and bottom of the barrier (which come from one type of calculation in G98) and values extrapolated to the stationary points from the projected frequencies along the IRC (which come from another type of calculation in G98). A similar jump occurs for the lowest A 2 frequency of methanol (not shown here), but it is only 3 cm −1 in magnitude. We do not understand the reason for these discrepancies, but the fact that low-lying A 2 vibrations are the most strongly affected leads one to wonder if it may have something to do with the way the A 2 LAM direction is elminated during the projection procedure.
Choice of SAV Coordinates along the MEP
A series of papers in the dynamics literature over the past decade (7, (11) (12) (13) has shown that curvilinear coordinates (e.g., for bond angle bends) give much better physical results than rectilinear coordinates for the small-amplitude vibrations at nonstationary points along the MEP for various chemical reactions. The problem can be illustrated easily in two dimensions. Consider a potential surface described in Cartesian coordinates and in two-dimensional polar coordinates by
where k 1 and k 2 are both positive. This surface has a saddle point at the origin and a steepest-descent IRC proceeding out along the positive x axis. At a fixed point x o = r o > 0 on the x axis, the quadratic force constant obtained from Eq. [19a] for the rectilinear motion y (i.e., for a vibration perpendicular to the IRC) is k 2 , while that obtained from Eq.
[19b] for the intuitively equivalent curvilinear motion r o θ (tangent to the y motion on the x axis) is k 1 + k 2 = k 2 . As explained in more detail in the original literature (7, (14) (15) (16) , the gradient of the potential surface along the IRC contaminates the small-amplitude vibrational force constants perpendicular to the IRC in different ways for different curvilinear definitions of the small-amplitude vibrational motions.
The persistent conclusion of the dynamics papers (7, (11) (12) (13) is that rectilinear coordinates frequently lead, even after moving along the MEP only relatively small distances from the saddle, to nonphysical imaginary frequencies for the small amplitude vibrations (modeled by introducing a −k 3 r 4 term in Eqs. [19] , for example). Such a situation, while barely tolerable for rate-constant calculations, is completely unacceptable for high-resolution spectroscopy applications. Because, however, the use of curvilinear coordinates for both large-and smallamplitude vibrational motions would significantly complicate the vibration-rotation kinetic energy operator and prevent use of much of the existing molecular spectroscopy formalism, it is very tempting to look for some reason why the problems encountered in Refs. (7, (11) (12) (13) ) might be much less severe when a chemical reaction MEP is replaced by a torsional MEP. If the naive argument that "energies drop by an electron volt or so per Angström along a typical chemical reaction MEP, whereas energies drop by only a tenth of an electron volt or so perÅngström along a typical torsional MEP," could be quantified to demonstrate that gradient effects along a torsional MEP are ten times smaller than those along a reaction MEP, then one might not be forced (by Eq. [14] of Ref. (7), for example) to abandon rectilinear coordinates for small-amplitude vibrations. This question must clearly be examined more carefully before work on a full multidimensional formalism is continued.
CONCLUSION
The present work leads to three main conclusions. First, the results of Section 3 strongly suggest that before additional quantitative comparisons of quantum chemistry results and experimental fitting coefficients for higher-order torsion-rotation terms are attempted, significantly more study is needed of contact transformations and reduced Hamiltonians for the torsion-rotation problem (18, 32, 33) , paying particular attention to how removal of various indeterminate linear combinations of parameters in the Hamiltonian affects the explicit definition of γ .
Second, the high quality of the Fourier expansions of various quadratic force constants (i.e., the high purity of the group-theoretically expected sine and cosine series) obtained in Section 4 strongly suggests that the γ -dependence of the force constants along the IRC is given by G98 to high precision. The absolute accuracy of the higher-order terms derived from such force constant variations as a function of internal rotation angle must, of course, be tested against experiment, but it is very encouraging to note that present commercial packages produce potential surface results of sufficient self-consistency to warrant future attempts at absolute comparisons.
Third, the discussion of Section 5 strongly suggests that before elaborate quantitative studies of small-amplitude vibrations in internal rotor molecules are begun, the suitability of rectilinear small amplitude vibrational coordinates must be carefully investigated, following the dynamicists' lead (5-16) in searching for trouble, but hoping at the same time that typical gradients along a methyl-top internal rotation coordinate may be small enough that rectilinear coordinates may still be useful for quantitative high-resolution studies.
APPENDIX
Two-Dimensional Visualization of the LAM Coordinate System
It is sometimes useful to note, for visualization purposes and for help in clarifying the precise meanings of the various partial and total derivatives with respect to rectilinear and curvilinear coordinates which arise in discussions of LAM systems, that the tangent and radius-of-curvature vectors for the MEP given in Eqs. [12] and [13] define a two-dimensional plane in the n-dimensional space under consideration (usually n = 3N or 3N -6). It is thus not unreasonable to consider, in the neighborhood of any point on the MEP, curvilinear coordinates for both the LAM and the SAV in this plane, and rectilinear coordinates for the n − 2 dimensions perpendicular to this plane. In particular, we can consider a generalization of cylindrical coordinates, using r and θ to represent the small-amplitude and large-amplitude motions in the plane, respectively, and a set of mutually orthogonal z i perpendicular to the plane whose unit vector directions k i are chosen not to vary with r or θ . If smallamplitude motions along the invariant rectilinear directions perpendicular to the plane lead to no curvilinear-coordinate-induced complications, then most of the conceptual difficulties associated with higher partial derivatives in the LAM coordinate system should manifest themselves also in two-dimensional model systems like those described below.
In general the origin of the local r, θ polar coordinate system should be placed at the center of curvature of a point on the MEP in the region under study. A simple example in which the center and radius of curvature are both constant along the MEP is given by the potential (with x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ )
which can be shown to have a saddle at x = y = 1/ √ 2, a minimum at −x = y = 1/ √ 2, and a steepest descent path connecting them which follows the circle x 2 + y 2 = 1. The LAM coordinate along the circle is proportional to θ, the SAV coordinate q = r − 1.
A second class of relatively simple two-dimensional model systems has potential surfaces and MEP equations of the form V (x, y) = − f (x)g(y)
[A2] [A3]
If − f (x)g(y) has the limiting form of the saddle −x y at the origin, then the path y(x) must begin at the origin and enter the first quadrant with slope +1. A number of simple functional forms for f (x), e.g., x, x + ax 2 , xe x , e x − 1, ln(1 + x), etc., and their analogs for g(y) lead to integrals in Eq. [A3] which can be expressed in closed form. For example, the steepest-descent path obtained for V (x, y) = −(y − by 2 )(x − ax 2 ), which connects a saddle at the origin with a minimum at x = 1/(2a) > 0, y = 1/(2b) > 0, satisfies where the subscript c has been added to distinguish points (x c , y c ) on the curve defined by Eq.
[A4] from arbitrary points (x, y) in the two-dimensional space. The next step is to define the LAM coordinate s(x, y) and SAV coordinate q(x, y) for any x, y. Unfortunately, moderate searching did not turn up any f (x) and g(y) for Eq. [A2] which led to closed-form solutions for s and q. As mentioned above, it is possible to fit cylindrical coordinates to the curve at any given point using the equations [A8]
The process of rotating the quadratic force constant matrix can also be carried out for the two-dimensional model problems. The analog, F LAM , of the rotated force constant matrix in Eq. [7] of Ref. (6) then becomes
where elements of the unrotated force-constant matrix F C have rows and columns labeled by the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and elements of the rotated force-constant matrix F LAM have rows and columns labeled by axes directed along the local LAM coordinates s and q. From the definition of the IRC, the elements of U become (using the common shorthand notation [A11]
The second equality in Eq.
[A11] can be verified algebraically (most easily for the model in Eq. [A1]), or tested numerically by direct substitution of x, y pairs lying on the MEP. In any case, for a two-dimensional model, in agreement with Eqs. [7] and [11] of Ref. (6) , the magnitude of the s, q element of the rotated F LAM is equal to the magnitude of the gradient times the curvature κ of the MEP at the point s.
A value of zero for the second partial derivative ∂ 2 V /∂q∂s along the MEP of a two-dimensional problem, i.e., agreement with Eq. [10] of Ref. (7), can be obtained most easily by evaluating ∂ 2 V /∂r ∂θ from Eq.
[A1] at r = 1. When the second partial derivative operator in Eq. [14] is applied to a two-dimensional V , the first term yields elements F qi,q j of the rotated force constant matrix in Eq. [A9]. The second term gives rise to an extra (firstderivative) contribution, which for q i = q, q j = s, just cancels F qs in Eq.
[A11] at points on the MEP.
